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With recent advances in eye tracking technology, it is now possible to track surgeons’
eye movements while engaged in a surgical task or when surgical residents practice
their surgical skills. Several studies have compared eye movements of surgical
experts and novices, developed techniques to assess surgical skill on the basis of eye
movements, and examined the role of eye movements in surgical training. We here
provide an overview of these studies with a focus on the methodological aspects.
We conclude that the different studies of eye movements in surgery suggest that the
recording of eye movements may be beneficial both for skill assessment and training
purposes, although more research will be needed in this field.
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Introduction

laparoscopic surgery, also known as minimally invasive surgery or key-hole surgery. Laparoscopic surgery
has a number of advantages compared to traditional
surgery in terms of patient outcome and demand on
hospital resources. Because smaller incisions are required, participants tend to experience less pain, have
fewer complications and have a shorter recovery time
(Monson, 1993) . These advantages come at a cost in
terms of the level of technical skill required from the
surgeon, with longer training times and more use of resources during training. Reasons for the higher technical complexity of laparoscopic surgery are the 2D
viewing of the laparoscopic images, the separation between the field of view and instrument manipulation,
and the restricted degrees of freedom of instrument
movements, although some of these issues are alleviated in the more costly robotic surgery systems (Reiley,
Lin, Yuh, & Hager, 2011). Because of these technical
demands, techniques to facilitate the training process
are much sought-after, and researchers have therefore
started to examine whether eye movement measurements may be of use in this process.
When analyzing the literature, we also found that
studies of eye tracking in surgery broadly cluster in
four categories, based on the main question they aim
to answer. The four questions are: (1) Do eye movement patterns differ between experienced surgeons
and novices? (2) Can these differences in eye movements be used to assess the skill of the surgeon? (3)

Eye tracking technology has gone through extensive
advancements in recent years. Initially, eye tracking
devices, often applying a contact lens worn by the participant (Yarbus, 1967), were highly intrusive, allowing
only for short recording times with a limited number
of participants (often the authors themselves). In contrast, new eye tracking systems (e.g., the Eyelink systems from SR Research, the Tobii eye trackers, ASL mobile eye trackers or SMI systems1 applying video analysis technology allow for the non-intrusive measurement of an observer’s point of gaze for a range of tasks
(such as visual search, reading, and economic decision
making) and a range of settings (such as in driving, motor tasks and social interactions). These developments
have not gone unnoticed by researchers interested in
skill acquisition in surgery. We will here provide an
up-to-date overview of the literature on eye tracking in
surgeons to determine whether eye tracking aids the
assessment of surgical skill, in addition the existing
assessment techniques on the basis of tool and hand
motion parameters and surgery outcomes (Richstone
et al., 2010). Furthermore, we will examine whether
eye tracking can be used for training of surgical skill
(Wilson et al., 2011).
In our review of the literature, we found that work
on eye movements in surgery almost uniquely involves
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How do the differences depend on the task the surgeon is performing (i.e., observing someone performing a surgery, practicing surgical skills, performing an
actual surgery)? and (4) Can eye movement technology
be used for educational purposes, to facilitate training
of new surgeons? In the following, we address these
questions one by one and discuss the studies into these
questions.

times (the duration of the last fixation before an action,
discussed in more detail later in this review). They
compared eye movements of ten experts (>60 procedures) and fifteen novices (<10 procedures) during a
virtual laparoscopy, involving three subtasks. Besides
better performance, experts demonstrated a more efficient gaze strategy, with fewer eye movements between
the tool and the target, while almost exclusively fixating on the target. Experts also showed longer quiet eye
durations and made fewer grasp attempts.
Further studies examined broader patterns of eye
movements, not only focusing on eye movements during tool use, but also on eye movements towards other
sections of the operating room, thereby examining situation awareness (Schulz, Endsley, Kochs, Gelb, & Wagner, 2013) in experts and novices. One of the settings
examined, involved a simulated gallbladder operation
on one of two dummy patients (Tien et al., 2010, 2011;
Zheng et al., 2011). One of the dummy patients was stable, whereas the other had a simulated arrhythmia. Vitals were simulated on a second monitor providing visual and auditory feedback on heart and breathing rate.
Experts more often looked at the vitals screen, suggesting greater situation awareness. Interestingly, Zheng
et al. (2011) also found more errors and longer completion times in experts. Experts also reported higher
reported higher levels of frustration when physical demands were low, which may suggest that a simulator
setting may not be optimal to examine expert performance. Using a similar setup Atkins and colleagues
(2013) found that experts (13 surgical residence or practicing surgeons) fixated the anesthesia monitor more
often and longer than novices (10 research fellows).
They also found that longer and more frequent blinking was associated with a lower experienced workload.
The above studies compared experts and novices,
but did not examine surgeons of intermediate levels,
which would provide evidence about how eye movement patterns develop with experience. One exception
is the work by Kocak and colleagues (2005), who compared eye movements of novice (non-medical hospital
staff and medical students with no operative experience), intermediate (<100 cases) and expert (fellowship
training) participants (8 participants in each group) in
three laparoscopic simulator tasks. Global eye movement parameters were compared, but no information
was collected about where participants looked during
the task. Saccadic rates were significantly lower and
peak velocity was significantly higher in experts, with
intermediate values for the intermediately experienced
participants.
As summarized in Table 1, the studies comparing experts and novices strongly suggest that eye movement
patterns differ between the two groups, across a range
of possible eye movement measures. Experts are found
to spend more time fixating the target for an instrument
movement than the instrument itself, they spend more
time fixating a vitals monitor during a simulated opera-

Comparison of experts and
novices
Studies comparing novices and experts (Table 1)
have predominantly used a laparoscopic simulator.
The use of a simulator has the advantage that novices
and experts can perform the same task without any
risks to patients. Tasks can involve virtual environments, but also handling of basic objects, or simulated
surgery. While several studies focused on the difference between experts and novices, there appears to be a
large variation in the analysis of the eye movement patterns. Despite these variations, eye movements seem to
consistently differentiate between experts and novices.
In the first study of this type that we identified, Law
and colleagues (2004) used a virtual environment and
asked participants (four practicing and one retired surgeon, the experts, and five students, the novices) to
touch a virtual target cube using a laparoscopic instrument (for more details, see Table 1). As expected, experts completed the task more quickly than the novices,
however, they did not make significantly fewer errors. Analysis of the eye movement data revealed
three dominant gaze patterns: (1) target gaze behavior (where participants look at the target), (2) switching
behavior (alternating gaze between target and instrument or in between these objects), and (3) tool following behavior (where eye gaze follows the instrument
on its way to the target). Experts showed more target gaze behavior, whereas novices more often demonstrated switching and tool following behavior, thereby
suggesting more pro-active gaze behavior in experts.
Similar results were obtained by Wilson and colleagues (2010) who asked eight expert (more than 70
procedures performed) and six novice (fewer than 10
procedures) surgeons to touch a series of virtual targets
using one of two instruments while their eye movements were recorded using a mobile eye tracker. As
before, experts completed the task more quickly, but
no difference in accuracy was found between the two
groups. Furthermore, only for the left hand instrument experts demonstrated more economical movements. With respect to their eye movements, experts
were found to fixate the targets more often than the
instruments (a larger proportion of the trial), while
novices fixated both types of objects in equal proportions.
These results were extended by Wilson and colleagues (2011), who specifically looked at ‘quiet eye’
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Table 1
Overview of the methods of each of the studies comparing eye movements in experts and novices surgeons, listing the number
of experts and novices in each study, the environment in which the eye movements were recorded, the task being performed by
the research participants, and the eye tracking equipment used. The studies are ordered chronologically.
Study

Number of
Experts

Number of
Novices

Law et al.
(2004)

5

5

Kocak et al.
(2005)

8

8 nov.
+ 8 int.

Tien et al.
(2010)

4

4

Sodergren et
al. (2010)

7

14

8

6

8

8

Wilson et al.
(2011)

10

15

Lap Mentor VR
simulator

Zheng et al.
(Zheng et al.,
2011)

13

10

SurgicalSim VR
Laparoscopic training
simulator
Visual presentation of
sequences of images

Wilson et al.
(2010)
Tien, Zheng,
& Atkins
(2011)

Sodergren et
al. (2011)

7

14

Eivazi et al.
(2012)

4

4

Atkins et al.
(2012)

13

10

Environment
Immersion Corp.
Laparoscopic Impulse
Engine
Stryker Surgical trainer
box
SurgicalSim VR
Laparoscopic training
simulator
Visual presentation of
sequences of images
Lap Mentor VR
simulator
SurgicalSim VR
Laparoscopic training
simulator

Task

Eye tracker

Touch target cube inside
larger cube

ASL 504 remote

‘Loops’, ‘Rope’ and
‘Beans’ task
Perform
cholecystecotomy while
monitoring patient vitals
Compare images of the
same structure in
different orientations
Touch virtual targets
Perform
cholecystecotomy while
monitoring patient vitals
Grasp jelly, grasp target
ball, place target ball
into endobag
Laparoscopic procedure

Watching still images of
surgery
SurgicalSim VR
Laparoscopic training
simulator

Determine configuration
of endoscope,
orientation of image,
orifice used for access
Answer questions about
images
Perform laparoscopic
surgery while
monitoring patient vitals

Cyclops Eye Track
saccadometer
Locorna eye tracker

Tobii ET 1750
ASL head mounted
system
Locorna eye tracker
ASL head mounted
system
Locorna eye tracker

Tobii ET 1750

Tobii T120
Locorna eye tracker

Assessing a surgeon’s skill

tion, and they display differences in general eye movements statistics, such as lower saccadic rates and higher
peak velocity, independent of where these eye movements are aimed at. These results create the possibility
of using eye movements as method to assess surgical
skill, discussed in the next section. The differences between experts and novices may only hold when surgeons are engaged in a surgical task. Eye movements
while watching recordings or still images from a surgical procedure have often been found to be similar between experts and novices (Sodergren et al., 2010, 2011)
(however, see Eivazi et al., 2012). We will return to the
role of the task and setting later.

Assessing skills of surgeons and trainees is an important task, as its outcome can be used to decide
which surgeon may be assigned to what complexity
of procedures. Traditional methods in which an expert
surgeon witnesses and assesses the skill of fellow surgeons and trainees, for example using a checklist, place
a high demand on human resources and suffer from a
lack of objectivity. Assessing the surgeon’s skill on the
basis of patient outcome is also problematic, because
more experienced surgeons are more likely to take up
more complex cases. More objective methods, based
on the analysis of the movement patterns of the hands
of the surgeons and the tools, have not lead to a completely satisfactory method of assessment either (Reiley
et al., 2011). It is for these reasons that eye movements
3
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have now started to be considered as a tool to measure
the surgical skill (Table 2).
The studies in Table 2 differ from those comparing experts and novices (Table 1) in that they use machine learning algorithms to distinguish between experts and novices. The basic idea is that a set of eye
movement data is fed into a computer program after
which the parameters of the program are adjusted to
yield an optimal classification of the surgeons in terms
of skill or experience (usually a binary distinction between experts and novices). While the different studies use different machine learning techniques and eye
movement parameters, they all report good classification performance, suggesting that eye movement parameters could be a valuable tool for skill assessment.
We would first like to mention a few studies that
used machine learning algorithms, but did not directly
examine skill. The first study in this context applied
Markov models to eye movement data of seven medical students with no experience in laparoscopic surgery
during the transection of a simulated blood vessel
(Nicolaou et al., 2004). Eye movements (‘transitions’
in Markov models) between the tooltip, the transection
point and the area between the tooltip were analyzed
and plotted as a function of time. Eye movements directed to the transection point showed distinct patterns
across participants in this analysis, suggesting that eye
movement patterns can distinguish between different
people, possibly reflecting differences in how the task
is approached. A second study examined the classification of surgerical stages rather than participants. Three
senior specialist registrars were asked to perform a laparoscopic cholecystectomy on a porcine model while
their eye movements were recorded (James et al., 2007).
The eye movements were automatically grouped into
stages on the basis of either the eye movements alone
(frequency and duration of gaze deviating away from
the monitor) or the recorded images (features indicating a change in instruments) in combination with
the eye movements using a Parallel Layer Perception
(PLP). A larger (75%) correct automatic classification of
the critical stage was obtained on a combination of both
the images, but fairly good classification performance
is obtained on the basis of eye movements alone (66%
correct). A similar ability to classify surgical stages was
obtained by Ibbotson and colleagues (1999), who used
a coarser method of measuring and analysing eye gaze.
They video-recorded live surgery and analysed the individual video frames for gaze directed at the monitor, external operative space, or elsewhere in the room.
These gaze classifications were then plotted and visually inspected for patterns, and transition frequencies
were examined, revealing specific sub-tasks, such as
knotting and suturing.
Four subsequent studies examined the use of automatic classification techniques to distinguish between
experts and novices on the basis of their eye movement patterns. Sodergren et al. (2010) used Hidden

Markov Modeling (HMM) to identify different gaze
patterns when watching images taken from different
angles, simulating the effect of moving a flexible endoscope inside a cavity. While the HMM was not able
to distinguish between experts (2 endoscopists and 5
surgeons) and novices (8 engineers, medical students
and postgraduate researchers) it did reveal that eye
movement patterns were different in participants with
high and low performance on the task to describe the
movement of the camera between images. In particular, participants with higher performance fixated
central regions of the image for longer than participants with lower performance. Accurate classification between experts and novices was achieved by Ahmidi and colleagues (2010), who asked 5 participants
with knowledge of sinus anatomy (the experts) and 6
participants without prior endoscopic experience (the
novices) to touch structures in a cadaver using a nasal
pointer. Instrument movement measurements as well
as eye-gaze measurements (horizontal and vertical coordinates) were divided into stages (corresponding to
the different tasks performed) and then fed into a Hidden Markov Model and a k-means clustering analysis. A reported 82.5% accuracy was obtained for skill
level classification, in addition to a 77.8% accuracy
for task classification, with better classification performance when both eye and instrument movement was
used. This result was confirmed by Ahmidi and colleagues (2012) in 7 experts and 13 novices using similar methods. Excellent classification performance was
also found in the detailed analysis of Richstone and colleagues (2010) of eye movements of three expert and
eight non-expert surgeons (the distinction based on the
number of surgeries performed, the number of years
of postgraduate training and ratings from judges) in
40 live transperitoneal laparoscopic renal surgeries and
46 simulator tasks (across all participants). Linear and
non-linear classifiers showed good discrimination performance on the basis of a mixture of fixation rates,
vergence, blink rates and a measure of pupil diameter variability (‘Index of Cognitive Activity’ or ICA) ,
possibly reflecting the more focused attention of the
experts. Analysis of repeated measurement of a nonexpert also demonstrated that as the surgeon improved
in skill, the eye movement data became more difficult
to distinguish from those of the experts.
These studies show that eye movement data can be
used to distinguish between experts and novices, as
well as surgery stages, across a range of tasks and eye
movement parameters. The studies also suggest that
little preprocessing of the eye movement data is required for accurate classification and that it may therefore not be necessary to determine where exactly the
surgeons were looking to obtain an accurate method to
measure skill. The only study that did not obtain accurate classification performance between experts and
novices measured eye movements while the participants examined images (Sodergren et al., 2010) instead
4
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Table 2
Studies applying classifiers for skill assessment, listing the number of experts and novices that went into the analysis, the
environment under which the eye movements were collected, the task participants were performing and the type of classifier
being used.
Number of
Experts

Number of
Novices

Environment

Task

Classification
method

0

7

Laparoscopic simulator

Transect simulator blood
vessel

Markov
modeling

3

0

Porcine model

Cholecystectomy

Perceptron

Richstone et
al. (2010)

3

8

Live surgery and
simulator

Various tasks

Linear and
non-linear
classifier

Sodergren et
al. (2010)

7

8

Presentation of sequence
of still images

Compare scene with
picture of scene in
different orientation

HMM

5

6

Cadaver

Touch given anatomies

7

13

Unclear

Endoscopic sinus
surgery tasks

Study
Nicolaou et
al. (2004)
James et al.
(2007)

Ahmidi et al.
(2010)
Ahmidi et al.
(2012)

of being engaged in an active surgery task, suggesting
an important role of task and context, which we will
discuss in the next section.

HMM,
k-means
Statistical
classifier

watching and other-watching were compared using a 3
degrees of visual angle maximum distance overlap criterion, resulting in a higher overlap for self-watching
(55% overlap) than for other-watching (43.8%). While
this result suggests there is relatively little overlap between performing and watching a surgeon (possibly related to instances in which the surgeon changes the instruments), it is unclear what the consequences are for
classification of expert performance. A limited overlap between eye gaze while watching and performing (simuluated) surgery was also observed by Tien,
Atkins and Zheng (2012) who asked fourteen computing science graduate students to perform a graspand-transport task using a laparoscopic simulator. The
video recordings of this task were later watched by
seven other observers and the person who performed
the task. Using 2.5 and 5 degrees (of visual angle) overlap measures, a higher overlap was obtained between
being engaged in the same watching task (either the
person performing the task or different viewers) than
between tasks (within the same participant). Similar
results were also obtained by Atkins, Jiang, Tien and
Zheng (2012), who found a systematic delay of around
600ms between doing and watching and an overlap in
gaze around 68% to 82% between the two tasks.

Examining the role of context
Most of the studies discussed so far involved eye
movements recordings while being engaged in a simulator task. This raises the question whether eye movements during simulated surgery provide the same information as those observed in live surgery. Furthermore, we also saw that eye movement patterns
may differ between being engaged in a procedure (live
surgery or simulator) and watching a procedure. As
tracking surgeons’ eye movements during a procedure is technically more challenging than measuring
eye movements while watching a recorded surgery,
demonstrating that similar results (e.g., similar classification of skill) can be obtained from eye movements
while watching a procedure would make eye tracking
methods available to a broader range of users. The
studies listed in Table 3 examined the role of task and
setting.
Richstone and colleagues (2010), introduced above,
only found small differences in classification performance between live and simulated surgery, suggesting that simulator tasks may be a good proxy for live
surgery when classifying between experts and novices
on the basis of eye movements. Khan and colleagues
(2012) compared eye movements during live surgery
(16 laparoscopic cholecystectomies of 2 expert surgeons) and watching surgery (of video recordings of
the surgeries; watched by the same two experts and
several junior residents). Eye movements while self-

While the above studies suggest that eye movements
differ between performing and watching procedure,
they do not exclude a role of eye movements during
observation for the assessment of skill. We touched
this issue earlier, indicating that the results regarding
this aspect were inconclusive. Eivazi and colleagues
(2012) found reliable differences between eye movements (time to first fixation and mean fixation duration
5
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Table 3
Studies examining the role of context in which eye movements are observed, listing the numbers of experts and novices that
participated, the settings and/or tasks that were compared, and the analysis method used for comparison.
Study
Richstone et
al. (2010)
Atkins et al.
(2012)
Tien et al.
(2012)
Khan et al.
(2012)
Atkins et al.
(2013)

Number
of Experts

Number
of Novices

3

8

0

17

0

14

2

Unclear

13, 0, 1

10, 14, 0

Settings

Comparison

Live surgery and
simulator
Performing and
watching simulator task
Simulator task and
watching simulated
surgery
Live surgery and
watching surgery
Simulator, Laboratory
and Live surgery

Statistical classifiers
Start of saccades, percentage
overlap
Percentage gaze overlap
Percentage gaze overlap
Eye tracking methods
involved

the initial landing position in words, shorter saccade
lengths, longer first fixation and gaze durations, and
higher refixation probabilities during a proofreading
task than when participants read for comprehension.
The influences of task and context effects found for surgical tasks are therefore well in line with findings in
other domains.

on certain regions, distribution of saccade amplitudes)
of experienced and novice surgeons while watching
still shots (presented for 10 seconds each). Such differences were, however, not found by Sodergren et al.
(2010, 2011) when comparing dwell times on the different regions of endoscopic images. Because both Eivazi
et al.’s and Sodergren et al.’s studies involved the analysis of fixation durations, the eye movement measure
per se cannot explain the difference in outcomes. It cannot, however, be excluded that the choice of regions of
interests may have played a role.
As mentioned earlier, technical aspects of measuring eye movements in the different settings differ, with
lowest technical demands for watching, intermediate
technical demands for simulator studies and highest
technical demand for live surgery. These technical aspects were further described by Atkins and colleagues
(2013) comparing the use of a remote eye tracker in the
operating room, the same remote eye tracker in a simulator task (see above), and a mobile eye tracker in a situation awareness task. Difficulty of eye tracking in theater was related to surgeons moving around, stepping
out of view of the camera of the remote eye tracker, and
patient safety risks involved in using a head mounted
(mobile) eye tracker.
Strong effects of task requirements and the observer’s goal on eye movements have been observed
in various other domains outside a surgical setting.
For example, when viewing a painting with the aim
of answering a range of questions, Yarbus (1967) reported different patterns of eye movements for the
different questions (see also DeAngelus & Pelz, 2009;
Greene, Liu, & Wolfe, 2012; Tatler, Wade, Kwan, Findlay, & Velichkovsky, 2010). Task and context influences
were also observed during reading various types of
text (Hermens, Loos, & Wagemans, 2012; Kaakinen &
Hyönä, 2010; Kaakinen & Hyona, 2005; Rayner, Miller,
& Rotello, 2008; Rothkopf & Billington, 1979). For example, Kaakinen et al. (2010) found leftward shifts of

The role of eye movements in
training surgical skill
The observed differences in eye movements between
experts and novices may also open the possibility of
using eye movements in experts for training purposes.
The effectiveness of eye gaze training was demonstrated in sports (Wilson et al., 2011). Eye gaze training
may be particularly effective, because eye movements
are often made subconsciously, and, as a consequence,
trained eye movement strategies may be less susceptible to influences of stress. An important concept in
gaze training is that of the ‘quiet eye’ (Vine, Moore, &
Wilson, 2012), defined as the final fixation prior to a
critical movement involved in a skill. As this final fixation tends to be longer for experts than for novices, it
has been proposed as an objective measure of visuomotor skill. Furthermore, quiet eye can be trained using
video modeling and verbal feedback (Vine et al., 2012).
The concept of quiet eye was adopted by Wilson
and colleagues (2011) to examine whether laparoscopic
skill can benefit from gaze training (see Table 4). In
their study, they asked thirty medical trainees without
laparoscopic experience to practice an eye-hand coordination task in a surgical simulator, with one third
of the trainees receiving gaze-training, one third receiving movement training, and one third receiving
standard feedback. The group receiving gaze training
made the greatest progress in learning the skill (faster
completion times), particularly under dual-task conditions, simulating the effect of a demanding surgery.
6
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Table 4
Studies examining the role of gaze training in surgery, listing the number of participants in the study, the task being examined,
and the training methods being compared.
Study

Particpants

Task

Wilson et at.
(2011)

30 novice medics

Touch virtual targets in LAP
Mentor

Sodergren et
al. (2011)

30 final-year
medical students

Determine the orientation of
images

Chetwood et
al. (2012)

7 surgeons and 21
non-clinicians

Touch targets in simulator

Vine et al.
(2012)

27 novice
participants

Vine et al.
(2013)

36 novice
participants

Ball pick-up-and-drop task
in MITS
Ball pick-up-and-drop task
and grasping and cutting
task

Although this study involved a relatively easy task,
it suggests that gaze training could lead to faster improvement of skill in trainees, which is immune to distraction, such as in a multitask environment. These
findings were supported in Vine et al. (2012) for 27
naive participants with no experience in laparoscopic
procedures randomly assigned to a discovery learning group and a gaze learning group using a laparoscopic simulator task. Normal and time-pressured and
evaluation-pressured conditions (in the latter of which
the scores were publicly compared) showed that while
both groups improved with practice, the gaze training
group improved more strongly, both in terms of accuracy and in terms of completion time. The gaze training
group adopted a target-locking viewing strategy more
consistently, mimicking the gaze strategy of experts. In
a further study, adopting the same ball pick-up-anddrop-task for training, Vine et al. (2013) found that the
advantage of the gaze training group (both in terms of
performance and eye movement patterns) extended to
a bimanual grasp-and-cut task and was maintained after a 1 month retention interval. The advantage of gaze
training was confirmed by Sodergren and colleagues
(2011), who randomly assigned 30 final year medical
students to either the intervention group or a control
group. The intervention group was shown a video clip
explaining the characteristics of gaze patterns of participants who were previously successful in the task
they were going to perform (determining the orientation of a series of images from a laparoscopic cholecystectomy procedure). Participants receiving gaze training performed significantly better on the task (fewer errors and shorter inspection times).

Training
Gaze training, movement
training, or discovery
training
Gaze training versus no
training
Gaze cursor, verbal
instruction, combination of
gaze and verbal
Gaze training or discovery
training
Gaze training or discovery
training

Verbal instruction (e.g., “touch the red object in between the two green objects”) was compared with an
eye gaze instruction (a cursor indicating the point of
regard of the tutor) and a combination these two techniques. Task completion time, number of errors and
the time to first look at the target were all positively
influenced by gaze instruction (with or without verbal
instruction).

Discussion
In the above, we have provided an overview of studies examining the role of eye movements in surgical
skill. While we conducted our literature search with a
broad focus on any type of surgery, we uniquely found
studies into laparoscopic rather than open surgery.
This may have two reasons. First, eye movements can
more easily be tracked when eye-gaze is directed towards a screen. Eye trackers often have difficulties
tracking eye movements across a large field of view, for
example when a surgeon looks down to change instruments (however, see, Brandt, Glasauer, & Schneider,
2006). Second, laparoscopic surgery is technically more
demanding and involves complex eye-hand coordination and may therefore be of more interest as a field of
study.
We chose not to include eye movement studies of
other surgical team members, which tend to focus more
on decision making and situational awareness and less
on eye-hand coordination. These studies, however, report very similar results regarding differences between
experts and novices, which is why we would like to
discuss them briefly. In comparing eye movements expert and novice scrub nurses (10 nurses in each group)
during a series of caesarean section surgeries, Koh et al.
(2011) found that expert nurses distributed their attention more effectively, in particular during high stress
stages of the surgery, by better focusing on the important areas of interest for each stage. Similarly, in a pi-

A different approach was taken by Chetwood and
colleagues (2012), who used eye movements as a way
to convey information between a surgical tutor and a
trainee by recording eye movements of both the tutor
and the trainee during a laparoscopic simulator task.
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lot study examining eye movements of four perfusionists (operating the heart-bypass machine during cardiac surgery), perfusionists with less experience were
found to visually inspected key information areas less
often than a more experienced colleague (Tomizawa,
Aoki, Suzuki, Matayoshi, & Yozu, 2012), who was also
found to distribute his attention more widely than his
less experienced colleagues. In anaesthetists, Schulz et
al. (2011) found that during periods of high workload,
more experienced anaesthetists were able to increase
the amount of time dedicated to manual tasks, while
still continuing to monitor the patients’ vitals.
One aspect that we observed across the studies that
we reviewed is the relatively low number of participants the different studies were based on, in particular
studies involving expert surgeons. There are plausible
reasons for this as it is difficult to recruit surgeons because of their commitments. The low numbers of participants, however, may be an issue, because outcomes
may depend on individual differences. One could argue that apparently the effect sizes, distinguishing experts from novices, are large, as most studies (however, see Sodergren et al., 2010, 2011) report significant differences across levels of experience, but a possible publication bias should be taken into consideration
(e.g., Olson et al., 2002). A few studies performed a
power-analysis (e.g., Sodergren et al., 2011) to determine the required number of participants, but these
studies mostly involved naive participants only.
We also noticed that definitions of experts and
novices differ strongly across studies. Some studies defined experts as people with surgical experience
(the experts) with participants without any experience
(novices), whereas other studies compared surgeons
with extensive (the experts) and less extensive experience (the novices) in performing surgical procedures.
Furthermore, reports often lack details about other aspects of the research participants, such as age and gender. These details may be important, as for example,
gender differences in eye movements have been observed (e.g., Shen & Itti, 2012). Future studies would
therefore benefit from a clearer distinction between experts and novices, possibly by defining different levels
of expertise, so that it can be defined which particular
levels (e.g., ‘2’ and ‘4’) are compared, and by more details about other aspects of the research participants.
More details may also be required regarding the
methods of analyzing the eye movements, and the consequences of the choice of eye movement parameters.
While some studies rely on global eye movement statistics, such as fixation durations and saccade amplitudes,
or the coordinates of estimated eye gaze (e.g., Ahmidi
et al., 2010; Kocak et al., 2005; Richstone et al., 2010;
Tien et al., 2012), other studies examined dwell times
on and saccades between certain objects, such as the
instruments, monitors, or tissue (e.g. Sodergren et al.,
2011; Wilson et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2011). Despite
these differences in eye movement parameters, the out-

comes of the studies are generally consistent, demonstrating that eye movements differentiate between experts and novices. The methods relying on more basic eye movement parameters have the advantage that
little preprocessing of the data is required and that
the outcomes are little influenced by possibly subjective judgments about the important regions of interest.
This comes at a cost, however, because methods that
rely on global eye movement statistics provide little insight in how eye movement patterns differ between experts and novices, which may hamper their application
in training. The development and evaluation of eye
movement methods for analyzing eye movements in
surgery may benefit from adopting and testing methods introduced in other domains, such as chess playing (Charness, Reingold, Pomplun, & Stampe, 2001),
simulated flight (Kasarskis, Stehwien, Hickox, Aretz,
& Wickens, 2001; Valerie et al., 2005), the interpretation of dynamic images (Jarodzka, Scheiter, Gerjets, &
Van Gog, 2010), and distinguishing between psychiatric disorders (Clementz & Sweeney, 1990; ODriscoll
& Callahan, 2008; Pallanti, Quercioli, Zaccara, Ramacciotti, & Arnetoli, 1998; Sweeney, Strojwas, Mann, &
Thase, 1998), in addition to what is known from sports
(e.g., Vine, Moore, & Wilson, 2011; Williams, Singer, &
Frehlich, 2002).
Such investigations may aid to obtain a clearer picture of what are exactly the differences in eye movements between surgical experts and novices. Some
studies have reported that experts tend to spend more
time looking at the target (‘target-locking’), while
novices more often look at the tools (Wilson et al., 2010,
2011). Experts were also found to distribute their attention (reflected in their eye gaze) more efficiently than
novices, looking at the important aspects of a scene at
the right time (e.g., Koh et al., 2011; Tien et al., 2010,
2012). On the other hand, studies have demonstrated
that it is well possible to distinguish between experts
and novices on the basis of their eye movements without knowing what the participants were actually looking at (e.g., Kocak et al., 2005; Richstone et al., 2010).
Studies examining differences in laparoscopic surgeons’ skill level have mostly compared experts and
novices without examining gaze patterns of participants of intermediate skill. Only one study examining
three levels of experience (Kocak et al., 2005) found differences between experts and novices, with intermediate levels of gaze parameters for surgeons of intermediate skill, but was unable to detect reliable differences
between the intermediate level and the other two levels. One further study examining three levels of experience (Sodergren et al., 2010, 2011) found no differences
between the three groups, which may have been due to
the task being used (watching images rather than being engaged in surgery). A longitudinal study of one
participant suggested that eye movements of a trainee
became more difficult to distinguish from those of experts as training progressed (Richstone et al., 2010).
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Conclusion

The strategy of using two groups (experts and novices)
is problematic if the aim of the study is to develop an
assessment method to evaluate skill, as it does not provide any information about whether eye movements
change in a continuous fashion when gaining more experience, or whether there is a switching point in which
eye movements of a novice turn into expert eye movements. The few studies that examined more than two
levels of experience suggest that eye movement parameters change in a gradual fashion, but this should be
established in a larger study before eye movements can
be used for skill assessment.

Studies of eye movements in (laparoscopic) surgery
have suggested that the recording of eye movements
may be beneficial both for skill assessment and training purposes. Future work, however, is needed to refine these methods, measuring the relation between eye
movements and skill across a broader range of participants and to determine in more detail what aspects
of the eye movements are essential for assessment and
training.
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